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Have you ever dreamed of having your own crimson carpet moment? Or wondered how exactly
to emulate the effortlessly stylish design of the most photographed trendsetters? Or wished you
could get better at the art of all things glamorous? Now she offers full access to the design
secrets that skyrocketed her popular clients to the very best of best-dressed lists worldwide. By
using some of fashion's biggest names-including Michael Kors, Donatella Versace, and Diane von
Furstenberg-Zoe shares her invaluable insights on: Mastering reddish carpet moments in your
own life Developing a style for work or perform that's unstudied and glamorous Personalizing
your own contemporary look by referencing your preferred style icons and classic clothes The
importance of the "wow" piece-and how to pick one ideal for you Throwing a chic social
gathering and creating a luxuriously cozy living space Packing and traveling like a jet-setter
Experiencing each day, living it up in style. From award shows to promotional initiatives, Zoe may
be the go-to force among A-list actresses, style houses, beauty companies, and magazine editors.
HOWEVER YOU LIKE A TO ZOE, Hollywood's hottest celebrity stylist, Rachel Zoe, shares her
insider guidelines in this essential information to the artwork of a stylish, behind-the velvet-rope
way of life. With an eye toward living the luxe life, even whether it's on a dime, Zoe zeroes in on
the must-have components and closet staples for all occasions, when to splurge and save on
purses and handbags and heels, how exactly to decorate, entertain, and travel in style.
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My Fashion Bible If you value RZ you will like this book. I appear it over frequently for tips but
then again, my style is a lot like hers. I think if you're a fashionista or like her TV show you will
like it because it is a superb fashion book but if you currently don't appear her this publication is
fairly personal so it may not be for you. Her tale is inspiring though, the images are great and I
like how it includes tips for being fashionable in all areas of your life, not only your clothing.. I
don't absolutely need a whole lot of help styling myself, but reading about fashion and design is
a great pastime for me. However, if you've ever wished you'd a team of stylists like superstars do
to assist you look your best, this won't come close to assisting you become your personal
stylist.In that vein, reading Rachel Zoe's book was an excellent escape.. There can be some useful
information but too much of the publication can be a an infomercial. And I didn't expect the
publication to handle interior decorating, so that was an unexpected treat. (Modernism isn't my
personal style, but it really was interesting to learn just a little about the subject. Interesting
book This book is wonderful for the person who is a bit new to the liking of fashion styling. It
didn't switch my life, nonetheless it was fun to flip through in the bath tub!) At $10 and switch
through amazon, this reserve is a discount. It gives some basic tips on working with customers
and putting pieces jointly. She does state many times that you don't have to have a lot of money
in order to have style and live glamorously, but that state alone is not any help. inspiring. That is
s good browse. There also visuals to paint a very clear intentional picture Good Book Arrived on
time and in good shape. Book is okay. More self-absorbed than helpful! Lots of fun and good
advice I'll admit I enjoy buying design books.Also, most of the likable images, just like the
watercolor images, the quotes from passages in the book, and additional excerpts for easy
reference, aren't even in the online edition!. Gorgeous photos, fun commentary and, actually, a
few really good ideas.. Wonderful on the net, so-so as an e-book Anyone who's read the book in
printing and then sees the e-book edition will understand why I'm here. Funny I forgot the same
and cant keep in mind whats in it.I love to scan it every occasionally. A self-aggrandizing consider
the life and style of Rachel Zoe I have heard many good stuff concerning this book and wanted to
see if We could get ideas from it. Super helpful.Look, that is acually an educational text message
in many ways because it's Zoe expressing her experiences and opinions about what works style
sensible and practically in one's everyday life... response to a lot of style manuals that appear to
be influenced by East Coast urban lifestyles.I must say i do just like the Little Black Publication of
Style from Nina Garcia book with tips, tricks vintage items every female should have.The photos
are out of proporation to the paragraphs, especially because they're basically ignoring the setup
that can be found in the print version where photos are in the sides or under a bunch of words
to include visual interest, not take up half the page!....nice to scan every once in a while for a
refresher. I purchased another one of her books as well...haaa. Zoe's lifestyle is and brands of all
celebrities she works together with and every one of the areas she's been.. I am a enthusiast of
the present and the book isn't "banana's". I will admit there are some tidbits of advice in this
book.. Zoe's personal preferences.. So if the e-publication can't also portray all of the elements
present in its tangible twin, don't also bother buying it for your reading gadgets. It also touched
on Rachel's life and how she began it all; If you'd like to learn about Ms.. I examine style books
like other females read "chick lit" (that i can't stand) - think beach/holiday reading. Five Stars
Great book! Further I find the digression into her acquaintances to become jarring, superfluous
and normally ridiculously lazy. Just okay .. Nevertheless, the useful tips are mixed in with random
suggestions based on Ms. not necessarily what I bought it for. I really like watching her show ...
no I don't love her - it would hard to miss the over the top obsession with so a lot of what
doesn't matter. What I found was trite recommendations and memoirs of a woman who has lost

touch with the lifestyles of most contemporary. I bought the book for the insight into what
pieces are necessary for great looks and "how exactly to" come up with the "Zoe" style. I enjoyed
the section on clothing, shoe and jewelry storage space. Too much to spend for what it really is
and it isn't what it promises to be.. But it is impossible to deny she's a keen eye and great sense
of fashion. Really, it's just a clue that it's about Rachel Zoe's lifestyle and personal style, nothing
at all more. While I'd not really say avoid this book like the plague, I will suggest that you not
really actually be prepared to find useful advise. Five Stars Love the book Love it!.... Rachel Zoe's
book is the L.up to a certain point.A.Imagine the book isn't that great, but I appreciated the
pictures. Rachel's reserve is extremely aspirational (with name dropping galore) and reads just
like a beauty magazine. The majority of it is fluff, but I was tempted to give it three stars. Happy..
And even that's buried in a lot of discussion about what it means to live glamorously and how
glamorous Ms. Great book. Nice enough that We skimmed it all the way through I suppose you
have to enjoy her boho glam aesthetic, which I do..like Rachel Zoe! Ideal for screen as well.I'll say
this: the print version is lovely, so all you fashion-fans, Rachel Zoe supporters, and generally
curious individuals who can get it to learn the old-fashioned way, absolutely should! Zoe's very
own lifestyle, this is an excellent book. Yes, I should have already been warned by the actual fact
that the author's name is usually in the title - I just figured there are only so many titles design
books can have, and this was clever. Full of fashion ideas! Perfect Gift Bought this as something
special for my partner and she loves it. Five Stars Loved this book!!!!
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